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                    This is a complex process,…
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                    Arrangement - turns your drafts…
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                    For voice acting and dubbing…
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                                                    About Us

                                                The perfect recording studio

                    


                    
                        The ideal recording studio includes a number of prerequisites. This is a room equipped with all the necessary devices for comfortable recording of musicians and singers on digital media. If we consider where the most ideal recording studio is, it takes a leading position in…
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                                            OUTSTANDING SERVICE

                                            Best Recording

                    
                


                                    
                        The studio provides a full range of services for sound recording and production of audio content: - production of advertising audio and video clips (from the idea and script to the finished product) - scoring any projects on radio and TV - writing author's music - writing anthems for companies and brands - trailers and jingles - sound design - recording IVR (Interactive Voice Response), voice menus and voice greetings - recording speakers and scoring audiobooks, audio lectures - scoring and dubbing of films, cartoons, tv and internet projects - simultaneous multi-channel sound recording of live bands and groups - recording and filming promo audio of live bands and groups - mixing
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                        How to Choose a Good Location on a Limited Budget?
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TLaudio Recording Studio provides a full range of recording services.




	Music writing / arrangement
	voice / instrument recording
	mixing, mastering, stem mastering
	sound design for a video / film
	sound recording on the site
	commercials





If you are in a creative search and are not sure for a year that you are ready to sing, for you we provide services of vocal production of voice recording, after which we bring the sound of the song to the level of the radio standard. After such a recording, you will definitely believe in yourself!
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Blog

Best Music Producers Of All Time
Michael2023-03-244 min read
Music production is not an easy task. A lot of effort and hard work goes into recording a track, and these superhumans working hard to ensure that it comes out well hardly ever get the recognition needed.  Regardless of how…


Read More






Blog

Best Recording Software Of 2023
Michael2023-03-234 min read
How your song is recorded goes a long way in determining the final quality of your track. You can have the best ideas, lyrics and vocals and see that the execution of all these eventually fails after the music is…


Read More






Blog

Music Can Dictate Us Who to Love: Here Is How
Michael2021-11-304 min read
Music is a crucial part of our life since the days we hear sound for the first time. It can influence our mood, support and inspire us. Scientists say that the power of music is so strong that it can…


Read More






Blog

Why Men and Women Like Different Music
Michael2021-11-305 min read
Music preferences can affect our feelings towards other people and our choice of a partner. Researchers found out that a man seeking a woman is usually quite attentive to how well their music preferences match. Though women are often less…


Read More
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How do recording studios participate in the creation of online casinos?
Michael2021-11-035 min read
Numerous online casinos https://canadianonlinecasino.bet/ have been launched recently. In-game sounds and music are an important part of the modern gambling experience, just as they are for online games. Gambling providers are looking for professional sound studios with significant experience in…


Read More















Brand That Trust Us











If your question is: “Where can I find single women near me & what do they look for?”, go find answers on Tune2Love!











Discover the pinnacle of online gambling in Norway at https://norgecasinohub.com. Uncover top-rated casinos, insightful reviews, and invaluable gambling guides to elevate your gaming adventures to new heights.











Find modern and safe casino games of the best European and Italian providers with CasinoHex Italia. Best gambling experience











Promocodius is a place, where you can find the latest coupons, promotional codes and discounts from well-known companies in 15 countries of the world.














Best way to convert your audio files online. Change m4a to mp3 with this online audio converter.











Step up your recording game with expert-approved gear at a fraction of the cost! Unlock the full potential of your audio and recording projects with Media Expert’s exclusive discount codes, now available through Poland’s renowned Dziennik site.











Still looking for the best UK casinos not on GamStop? Check out Casino Wise UK, only the best and trusted brands by thousands of punters!











Vehicles and cars over 6000 pounds have special tax write off that can help you lower your taxes. You can take bonus depreciation on vehicles that are 6000 pounds of more.














Browse thousands of beautiful Ukrainian women for marriage on Ladadate. Ukrainian brides will give what your heart desires!
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Find Us
			Location:

5 Young Glens Davistown TA1 3TF

Phone:

0823 790 6287

Mail:

[email protected]
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